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Introduction 
 
This article is a response to the reddit post linked here: 
 
[Link here] 
 
I wrote a few short paragraphs and then someone prompted me to write an essay as you 
can see in the comments of the reddit thread. Because I’m currently very bored and have 
nothing to do. I decided that I might as write this given that I do have some ideas to make 
it a relatively long article.  
 
Those who came from Reddit, as you can see from the blog that linked you to this article 
is a blog that I share with my friends. If you cared to browse around I am an anime fan, 
and occasionally write first impressions, reviews, and format light novels. Feel free to 
check it out if you haven’t.  
 
If you want you can add me in TERA if you are a fellow player who shares the same 
interests and would like to have a new friend (I would like some more T_T).  
 
First I would like to point out that everything in this article is my opinion only. If there is 
hateful disagreement then you can express your feelings in the comments below. Just take 
into consideration that if your comment provides no intellectual value, I won’t give a shit 
about it. 
 
If you disagree and care enough to write constructive comments, I will definitely try to 
reply when I see them and will ponder your ideas.  
 
If you agree, yay! 
 
@BornPronStar: If you read this, please do not take any of this offensively, because I may 
say something that might be slightly offensive to your set-ups, and still try to give a reason 
from my perspective. Please understand that we both are entitled to our own opinions 
and I respect yours. Ultimately, this started because of a comment I posted on your reddit 
topic. Also, I watched your YouTube video as well.  
 
P.S. This formatting is a slightly edited version of what I use for my light novels, I just 
found a few new features that I like with an updated Microsoft word and changed them. 
  

https://www.reddit.com/r/TeraOnline/comments/3mb08k/my_favorite_elin_costume_is_number_4_how_about/
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Opinion on OP’s images 
 
I’m going to start off this attempt of a long paper by describing my thorough opinion on 
each the OPs pictures, I will try to go into as much detail as possible. 
 
 
General Appearance 
 
These are my comments on the build of the Elin he made, more specifically the face, even 
more specifically the eyes. The Elin that he created is really cute. Huge eyes, kinda perky 
face, and chubby cheeks. Kind of like an anime face. On the other hand, I think it is a face 
that doesn’t really fit the action game TERA is. Other than that I don’t really have any 
other problems, the eyes are adorable from afar. 
 

1. I personally really liked the 2015 swimsuits, with a very simple swimsuit with the 
nice mesh around it. Nothing provocative which is good for an Elin. It also fits very 
well with the ribbon which works with his Elin’s adorable face.  

 
2. Still very nice costume and paired with the ribbon again.  I personally do not like 

any of the leather armors in the fashion coupon stores. The leather armor armors 
just look very mediocre on Elin. This is one of the better looking armors but still 
not something that looks cute unless you have the right face. I do not have the right 
face on any of my Elins so I don’t bother with the leather armor in the fashion 
coupon store.  

 
3. The same applies to number 3, I don’t like the default armor skins for leather 

armor for Elins. The sheep, on the other hand, is fucking awesome. 
 

4. This one I mentioned in the reddit post was my favorite of the 5 that he posted. I 
really like the elite ninjagi costume, paired with the whiskers and the black ribbon. 
I personally do not like the fairy wings placed on the back because it reduces from 
the theme of the image. More on this later. 

 
5. Similar to the first one, I really like the 2015 swimsuit costumes. I got both of mine 

from the big blue box event over the summer. I personally like the red one better 
than the blue one because of the contrast that it gives.  
I really like the headphones and how they fit on Elins, they are both cute and cool 
at the same time and fit with almost anything (as long as they are not completely 
out of place). Banana Bow is also nice.  
The problem I have with this set up is the really… really red glasses. Though I 
would also fine the cuteified (not a word) eyes to also be slightly disturbing with 
the headphones. I don’t have super cuteified eyes so I don’t have this problem and 
thus don’t have to think about solving it, might’ve just opted with other shades.  

 
In order, my favorite would be 4, 5, 1, 3, 2.  
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Slingshot for Elin Archers 
 
For this section, first I’m going to describe a few problems that Elin archers have 
aesthetically with a regular bow (that I have addressed in my previous reddit post in the 
link above). If an Elin is holding a regular bow, the arrow will come out in the incorrect 
position of the bow. This frustrated me at the very beginning of the game when all you 
used was arrow (i.e. level 1), as shown in this picture: 
 

 
1: That faint blue cross is my arrow 

 
If you see the blue cross after my archer has shot its arrow, it’s travelling in a straight line 
from that point of the bow, an area of the bow that is used for support. If my game and 
movie knowledge is accurate, the area the arrow comes from is right above your other 
hand, and definitely not the support. This annoyed me, though not that much. 
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On the other hand, the slingshot solves this issue entirely.  
 

 
Figure 2: This is not my actual costume, it’s the costume I aspire to have, though it costs at least… 140k gold and not the 

kind of money I have. 

If you know, and can see from the picture above, the nature of slingshots is to be shot well 
above your other hand, usually from the center or in between the two ends. Given that 
the distance is now negligible. This makes it correct animation-wise. It’s like BHS (Blue 
Hole Studio) wanted Elin archers to use slingshots from the beginning!  
(I have never played an archer of any race, so I don’t know what it looks like with them) 
 
Another reason why I think the slingshot works very good with Elin is because of the 
stature of the race. Elins come off as a child-like and playful race. They are immortal and 
some of them can be quiet mischievous. 
 
The slingshot is a ranged item that children tend to play with more instead of things like 
bows. Using a slingshot to pelt rocks wherever they feel like it gives off a nice a soothing 
mental image of a child playing around. Therefore this item is suited perfectly for the Elin, 
who have child-like bodies.  
 
If you want to look deeper into it, their immortality and vast amount of knowledge would 
allow them to make a slingshot work just as well as a bow, summoning pebbles made out 
of sheer willpower to destroy the foe. (This cheesy description of how archers make their 
arrows is from the Enmasse Entertainment website, or maybe BHS. source: Archer) 
 
This is the reason why I think that the slingshot is the best bow aesthetically fitting for an 
Elin Archer.  
 
  

http://tera.enmasse.com/game-guide/classes/archer
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Themes in TERA Costumes 
 
Then while I am at it and writing this lengthy paper on the costumes of Elins, I would like 
to touch on the theme of a costume like I mentioned above when I was discussing my 
opinions on the OPs costumes.  
 
A general theme around a costume is very important to a costumes aesthetic appeal. If 
anything is whacky then it doesn’t really look good.  
 
The examples I would like talk about are the costumes that I have planned for a few of my 
characters (I am not able to afford them yet, but I will get there) 
 
Warrior:  
 
For the class like the warrior, it’s almost vital to get a set of weapon skins that look good 
WHEN SHEATHED. This is because you can’t really see your swords when you’re 
attacking due to the excessive amount of sword trails (that look awesome). Unfortunately 
Elin warriors also unsheathe and hold their stance in a stupid way, therefore not as 
appealing as when you’re looking at the swords sheathed away on your back. The ninja 
weapon skin does not only offer sheathes that look awesome, but also a weird curly thing 
that also looks awesome.  
 
I also really like the fact that they make a sound when they are sheathed. Those are the 
expensive ones and I don’t have those yet T_T 
 

 
Figure 3 
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Warrior itself is an assassin-esque class with two swords, and going along with the 
swords, the elite ninjagi looks good and the black ronin hat is a bonus (I’ll get it if I have 
an excessive amount of money… which I currently don’t) 
 

 
Figure 4 

 
In the end, I even decided to try to buy the buzzer mount that was released relatively 
recently. This is because, along with the costume, the mount gives the character a kind of 
Japanese cute youkai look (source: Shokugeki no Soma) 
 

 
Figure 5 

 
  

http://2.p.mpcdn.net/63/405802/13.jpg
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Priest: 
 
I feel that in-game, there are some costumes that only work with healers. Because they 
are the supporting class, for example, frilly swimsuits and specific dresses.  
 
In my case, the staff looks okay whether it’s sheathed or drawn, so I might as well fit the 
theme of a healer while looking as nice as possible. 
 

 
Figure 6 

 
I chose a simple blue dress which fits a supporting role (would’ve chosen the more 
expensive dark blue one of the same style if I had the gold).  

 

 
Figure 7 

 
I chose the panda staff because the priest is in cloth armor, it can look cute, and the panda 
staff is adorable. 
 
And… I don’t have the financial standings to even consider a mount for the priest. 
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Archer:  
 
The design of this character is rather special. The archer was my third character so when 
I made it I already knew exactly what I wanted it to look like, and even named it after the 
theme I would choose.  I will talk about its facial features at the end. 
 
The slingshot is obvious, I talked about it a shit ton above. Go refer to that if you skipped 
that part for some reason.  
 

 
Figure 8 

 
Figure 9: This cape is beautiful, expensive though! 

 
In the end, I want to have a colorful Elin cat club costume with a frosty cape of 
indifference. I went for an overall white theme with the slingshot also providing 
minimal distractions from the characters dressing itself. The notes are a nice touch as 
it’s also kind of white with a touch of pink, I like the design of the headphones as a 
whole (as mentioned above in section 2) 
 
My facial features I tried to make it look as cat like as possible to fit the costume. 
The hairstyle I chose specifically because it looks very nice curled up once you put the 
cape on.  
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Conclusion 
 
Like I said at the beginning, these are my opinions and my opinions only. I was really 
bored waiting for my friend to get on TERA so I wrote this paper, and I hope you guys 
enjoyed my insights and costume set-ups.  
 
I wrote about themes because I felt that there was a little lack of theme when describing 
OPs pictures and I wanted to shed some light on that matter. I definitely think that they 
are cute (with the exception of #2, explained why above), but I think they could be 
better. 
 
To the person on reddit who told me to write a five page essay on it. I bet you weren’t 
expecting an 11 page essay!  
Thank you though, it was actually quite enjoyable to write about what I think. 
 
TERA is a dress-up game with great RPG elements mixed in.  
And obviously you are free to not consider what I’ve said above at all and dress your 
character up in any way you see fit.  
 
Hope you enjoyed this read! 
(While you probably were laughing at why someone would even bother doing this.) 
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